An Automatic Scheme to Categorize User Sessions in Modern HTTP Traffic
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Abstract—The characterization of HTTP traffic is crucial for performance evaluation and server design. In this paper, we analyze massive web traces generated by various busy servers in recent years, trying to find the new features of modern HTTP traffic and user behaviors. Comparing the conclusions of earlier studies with our results, we have spotted considerable unconventional ingredients in modern HTTP traffic that could hardly be described by previous models. We also propose an innovative scheme to automatically categorize these various ingredients in modern traffic. The novel aspects of our work are: (1) It reveals the sophisticated composition of modern HTTP traffic with solid evidence, (2) It provides an automatic method to analyze the composition of modern HTTP traffic and (3) It promises a powerful manner to evaluate the possible performance implication of modern HTTP traffic on existing web servers. We hope this work would help researchers and designers to better understand new features of HTTP workloads and therefore make corresponding adaptations in design practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

To understand how HTTP workloads behave is a prerequisite to design reliable and efficient web servers. However, to understand key characteristics in traffic is far more difficult than finding an analytical description for the aggregate level metrics such as throughput. In fact, HTTP traffic is the outcome of many intricately overlapped client ‘sessions’ which are temporal and logically related, making aggregate level metrics incapable to be approached by analytical models.

Moreover, on the session level, analytical modeling might also be hard. As we will show later, since user behaviors within a single session are affected by various factors such as networking condition and HTML page contents, user sessions might exhibit totally different characteristics in different web servers. Even many previous work well investigated representative behavioral patterns of human users, sessions in modern HTTP traffic are not necessarily from human users.

The two obstacles above largely challenge the analysis and reproduction of HTTP traffic. To overcome them, we have to understand what had happened with recent HTTP traffic, and carefully validate analytical traffic models proposed before. With sufficient analysis methods proposed by previous researchers, we go through complete web traces in the last a few years from four typical web applications in Tsinghua University. These web servers have high click-rates from wide range of users. We think their traces could hopefully reflect the characteristics of modern web traffics.

With thorough analysis of real traces, we find solid evidence showing that the modern HTTP traffic is a synthetic flow from various Internet applications including browsers. Thus, sessions, as the cells of traffic, should be categorized into different types according to their origins and performance implications. We propose a series of well-designed criteria to automatically categorize sessions, and validate its results through strict tests.

The main contributions of the paper are: (1) to extend previous HTTP traffic characterization work with modern networking conditions (2) to propose an innovative and effective scheme to categorize HTTP sessions automatically and (3) to provide the fundamentals for a session-pool-based traffic generator which will be highly tunable.

II. RELATED WORK

Since 1990s, the efforts to characterize web traffic never stopped. [1] proposed a series of metrics to describe the aggregate traffic, most of which were heavily cited by subsequent researchers. Almost at the same time, the self-similarity in WWW traffic had been discovered [2]. The existence of self-similarity in HTTP traffic had been widely validated by later researchers and was used to evaluate various traffic generators such as [3]. [4] used massive TCP traces to analyze the aggregate characteristics in modern HTTP traffic. In recent years, new aggregate level models kept emerging. [5] used fractional Gaussian noise and fractional Brownian motion[6] to simulate self-similar processes.

Many researchers managed to decompose aggregate traffic flow into individual sessions and therefore construct model for sessions. Catledge and Pitkow [7] first investigated user sessions in web traffic at client side. [8][9] were also among the first to focus on session-level features. [10] focused on every ‘click’ instead of object, and employed IP address information to separate sessions and approximated session parameters by best distributions. The widely accepted definition of session was proposed formally by M. Arlitt [11]. [12] studied web traffic from three levels: aggregate level, intra-session level and inter-session level. Their thorough analysis on every level
largely helped researchers to understand the composition of HTTP traffic. Z. Liu et al. [13] used a stochastic marked point process to construct session-level model and focused on the elements in HTTP traffic. This model was employed to generate realistic traffic with much less parameters.

After the year 2000, some non-human ingredients had been spotted in HTTP traffic. Following the three-level concept from [12], Almeida [14] proposed several criteria to identify crawler activities from traces. These criteria served as the starting point of our categorization scheme. [15] tracked several famous crawlers in server traces and indicate their different patterns from human users.

These methods are enlightening, however, they shared some common flaws. They tried to describe all users, sessions or clicks using unified models without classify them. Besides, most of the traces they discussed were too small or obsolete, making those models and parameters less accurate.

III. SERVER TRACES CONSIDERED

In order to discover new trends in recent HTTP traffic we collect raw web traces since 2003 until now from four typical web servers.

The first trace set (“PORTAL”) is from the official site of Tsinghua University. The server is always busy serving requests from all over the world, for both education purposes and non-education purposes. From 2005 until now the total size is around 100 GB.

The second trace set (“LEARN”) is taken from the main online education server. The server has been widely used by all students and teachers (almost 40,000 people) to publish course materials or to submit homeworks. It also provides limited spaces to store personal pages. From 2003 the total size of the trace set is 217 GB.

The third set (“VSPACE”) is from a web storage system. Students and teachers can upload, download and share their interested files. From 2004 we have totally 20 GB traces.

The fourth set (“XK”) records every request in the web course-selection system. The traffic is highly bursty and concurrency could reach as high as 5000, which resembles modern E-commerce websites. The trace of one three-day period starting from September 19th 2007 is 27 GB.

Besides, we also take other’s open web trace for comparison. EPA-HTTP\(^1\) is a collection of trace in August 29th 1995 from Research Triangle Park. This 4.4 MB trace has also been investigated by other researchers.

IV. ANALYSIS OF MODERN WEB TRACES

A. Motivation of Categorization

In order to determine the composition of modern web traffic, we analyze the ingredients on session level, based on the idea that sessions are the elements of web traffic[13]. Here by ingredients, we mean the different types of sessions overlapped together to form the synthetic HTTP traffic. We use the definition of HTTP session in [11], and set the inter-session timeout to 600 seconds. Note that we do not track IP address information to combine different sessions together, because (1) within a period longer than 600 seconds, IP address assignment could change and (2) for traffic from one specific user, autocorrelation in time scales larger than 600 seconds is weak.

Previous research[14] claims that one human session often consists of more than two requests. Therefore those extremely short sessions that are frequently observed in our traces are highly interested.

In practice, these ‘short’ sessions, as we understand before, may come from gentle crawlers which visit the server occasionally at long intervals and never fetch embedded objects (objects that are not main body of web pages, such as image banners). Short sessions can also be generated by Peer-to-Server-Peer (P2SP) clients. P2SP is a new feature in many P2P clients like Xunlei\(^2\) (a.k.a. Thunder), Gigaget, Flashget and Bitcomet. Besides making use of traditional peers, they also heavily utilize HTTP/FTP resources to maximize the downloading speed automatically. We find that since April 2004 (according to their websites, it is time when P2SP tools emerge), all our web servers except XK have been harassed by P2SP traffic to different extents.

The behavioral patterns of P2SP sessions are quite distinct: (1) Almost all such sessions are requesting isolated URLs pointing to popular files such as .mp3, .rm, .wmv, etc. (2) Since P2SP clients usually request different segments of the target object from multiple sites, they will leave many 'partial response' logs in server traces. (3) Individual P2SP sessions request much fewer objects than human sessions.

Failed P2SP or crawler sessions and successful ones are basically different in that a successful session will take as much as 100 times of bandwidth (response size larger than 30KB) as of a failed session do (failure page about 300–500B), therefore exerting different influences on server performance.

We are also interested in overactive users, i.e. very long sessions. Robots, namely automatic programs or scripts, keep refreshing some specific pages or downloading certain files. They are different from P2SPs and crawlers in session length and cache performance. Robots could be excessive in many transaction-based sites including E-commerce and course-selection (XK). In addition, long-duration crawlers, possibly driven by search engines, routinely download various HTML pages from web sites. They are far more aggressive than short crawlers and have distinct performance implications, thus should be identified specifically. Besides, long crawlers are almost all successful.

B. Metrics Used to Categorize Sessions

We have introduced three important scores to evaluate individual sessions, they are: Human Similarity, Diversity Factor and HTML Affinity.

\(^1\)http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/EPA-HTTP.html

\(^2\)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xunlei
Human Similarity is designed to estimate the similarity between specific session and human sessions, in the requested file types and the results of requests. It is defined as follows:

**Definition 1:** Let $C_i$ and $T_i$ denote HTTP status code and request object type for $i$th request within one session respectively, thus, for this session, Human Similarity (HS) is defined as,

$$HS = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{score}(C_i) \times \text{weight}(T_i) \quad (1 \leq i \leq N)$$

The mapping from file types to $T_i$ is in Table I and $C_i$ for HTTP codes are listed in Table II. In order to keep a close watch on objects preferred by P2SP sessions (.mp3, .wmv, etc.), we give them special weights in their corresponding $T_i$.

As a special rule, if a session begins with a request to an embedded object, we can almost assert that it is not from human users[14]. For such requests, $T_i$ is set to a very large value, such as 1e6 to distinguish the session from others. Our experiment has proved this special rule is very effective to extract P2SP sessions.

We note that the distribution of HS is related to the object count of the session. Therefore, HS for short sessions and long sessions should be treated separately. For almost all short or long sessions, we always observe four potential peaks in the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of HS (an example is shown in Figure 1). Two peaks appear near zero on both sides, and other two represent extremely high and low HS. This phenomenon motivates us to straightforwardly propose three thresholds $T_1, T_2$ and $T_3$ to separate the four peaks in PDF $f(n)$:

$$T_1 = -t_0 \quad T_3 = t_0 \quad T_2 = t$$

where

$$f(t) = \min(f(n)) \quad (t_1 \leq n \leq t_2)$$
$$f(t_1) = \max(f(n)) \quad (0 < n \leq t_0)$$
$$f(t_2) = \max(f(n)) \quad (-t_0 \leq n \leq 0)$$
$$t_0 = 50 \text{ (short sessions)} \text{ or } 5000 \text{ (long sessions)}$$

Long sessions give us sufficient information to detect the fixed patterns. We propose Diversity Factor to measure how rigid the requesting behavior is:

**Definition 2:** Let $\{r_i\}, 1 \leq i \leq N$ be the sizes of requested objects within one session, we define diversity factor (DF) as the proportion of the count of non-zero unique object sizes to the count of non-zero objects:

$$DF = \frac{\text{card}\{s \in \mathbb{N}, s = r_i\}}{\text{card}\{r_i| r_i \neq 0\}} \quad (1 \leq i \leq N)$$

In the definition the notation $\text{card}\{\}$ refers the number of elements in the set. According to our repeated experiments, long sessions with $DF < 0.5$ are highly suspicious as from robots. It is also observed that, in PDF $f(n)$ when $0 < DF < 0.5$, there are always several obvious peaks. They may represent main types of long non-human sessions. In categorization we often want to include the biggest K peaks, therefore we propose an adaptive method to find the ideal threshold:

Let $f(n_1), f(n_2), \ldots f(n_K)$ be the K biggest peaks in $f(n)$ when $0 < n < 0.5$, and $k = \max(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_K)$, we have:

$$S = \{a| f(a) < \beta f(k), \quad 0 < a < 0.5\}$$

$$DFT = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sup(S) & S \neq \emptyset \\
0.5 & S = \emptyset
\end{array} \right.$$
pure HTMLs, normal human users would not fetch a large portion of HTML pages. However, crawlers (possibly search engines) would ignore embedded objects in order to minimize throughput. To detect such pattern, we have introduced HTML Affinity (HA):

**Definition 3:** For a given session \( s \), let \( \{ J_i \} \) denote the set of requested objects within one session, HTML Affinity (HA) is defined as:

\[
HA = \frac{\text{card}\{J_i | \text{TYPETE}(J_i) \in \{\text{html,htm,jsp,asp}\} \}}{\text{card}\{J_i\}}
\]

where \( \text{TYPETE}(J_i) \) represents the file type of object \( J_i \).

Similarly, we use a threshold HAT when applying HA. In practical, 0.65 is a typical HAT value to detect suspicious sessions.

### C. Automatic Session Categorization Scheme

Combing the traditional and new metrics mentioned above, we design an automatic session categorization scheme. As shown in Figure 2, the scheme categorizes a specific session set as follows:

- Firstly, the given session set is divided into short ones and long ones, according to the object count per session (object). This is necessary because short sessions contain so limited information that it is impossible to apply DF and HA.
- By applying HS value together with thresholds \( T_1, T_2 \) and \( T_3 \), short sessions will be further divided into four categories, i.e. short-p2sp-f, short-p2sp-s, crawler-f and crawler-s. Short-p2sp-f and short-p2sp-s sessions have unusual HS values (extremely low or high, depending on whether they fail or succeed), due to the severe punishment to sessions starting with requests to hot type objects. The failed ones fall into the short-p2sp-f part, and the successful ones fall into the short-p2sp-s part. The rest of the sessions with HS in the scoring range \( (T_1, T_3) \) are almost all gentle crawlers. Even these crawlers request only one or two objects in each session, they are large in number and will take a considerable portion of the aggregate traffic (see Table III), thus could not be ignored in traffic analysis.
- For long sessions (object > 2), we combine HS, DF and HA to perform reliable division among them. The P2SP sessions (long-p2sp-s and long-p2sp-f), for they have extremely high or low HS values, are filtered out first. Next, sessions with DFs lower than the threshold are considered to be Robots. After that, we use HA to catch long-crawler sessions in the rest of the long sessions. Note that HA takes not only .html(), but also .jsp and .asp into consideration, which are all favored by modern crawlers.
- Finally we can figure out the behavioral patterns of real human user sessions: the requests contained in the session are enough; HS value is neither too large nor too small; requested objects are diverse so that DF is high enough; and HA is not very high. If one or more of these criteria are not satisfied, the session will be classified as non-human ingredients such as P2SP, robot, or crawler.

### V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### A. Scheme Validation

In order to check if our scheme reaches its design goals, we apply it to various traces from PORTAL, VSPACE, LEARN and XK in various time periods, which have totally different aggregate characteristics. The categorization results are shown in Table III.

According to the protocol, crawlers should firstly fetch /robots.txt. We want to check if all such ‘self-confessed’ crawler sessions are correctly identified. Results show that, 1891 out of 521731 sessions try to fetch /robots.txt and they are all identified as crawler sessions successfully.

### B. Characteristics of Categories

Table III presents an overview of the proportions among all traffic ingredients. It contains a brief summary of the counts and percentages of sessions in traces analyzed above. From this table, we can clearly see the dramatic changes in HTTP traffic in recent 2 to 3 years. Generally speaking, at least before 2004, human users dominated web servers (as confirmed by results from EPA). However, nowadays the traffic composition is more complicated. One of the most remarkable ingredients is P2SP. The comparison between VSPACE 2004 and 2006 have shown that, in two years the absolute number of human sessions increased slightly, while their percentage has significantly dropped from 89% to 4%. This is mainly caused by massive failed P2SP sessions (rejected by server’s authentication). Overall, P2SP sessions (including successful
and failed sessions) takes a large portion in the aggregate traffic (about 30% - 40% or even more), and their behavioral patterns fluctuate much from day (very active) to night (less active). Unlike crawlers, P2SP traffic is similar to human in this sense. We ascribe this surprising feature to the fact that P2SP sessions are initiated by P2P clients such as Xunlei and Bitcomet, which are driven by human users.

The crawlers keep increasing in recent years and show special interests to very popular sites like PORTAL. We also find that their absolute number does not fluctuate much in different time periods. The percentages of crawler sessions are notable at night, but diluted by human sessions in daytime. Therefore, within a long period of time (weeks or months), the traffic from crawlers could be regarded as a kind of background noise in HTTP traffic with constant strength.

In our experiments, we have found that the percentage of robots is small (approximately 1%), and the average session arrival intervals are generally large (100 seconds in peak hours). We can infer that robot sessions are only a marginal part in various traffic ingredients nowadays.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we first analyze session characteristics of real HTTP traffic nowadays. We have found that the composition of HTTP traffic nowadays is more complicated, comparing with HTTP traffic earlier than 2004. We also argue that existing models could hardly describe the traffic on either session level or aggregate level. To address the challenge we designed an automatic scheme to classify sessions in HTTP traffic into several categories according to their features and sources. Results show that, for one specific server, sessions within the same category show highly consistent characteristics, even though such sessions might come from different time periods. On the other side, sessions from different categories are totally different in characteristics and performance implications.

Motivated by the success of categorization scheme, we propose to design a new type HTTP traffic generator working based on session-pools. It will rely on categorized sessions from specific servers instead of any assumptions of analytical model. Hopefully, our generator can synthesize highly realistic traffic, on both session level and aggregate level. Besides, the traffic generated will be completely tunable. Users could perform what-if test by tuning up or down certain kinds of sessions in the synthetic traffic, therefore to finer plan the system capacity and better predict server performance within specific context.

All data sets, figures and other analysis results, shown or not shown in the paper, are available upon request. In addition, we are also glad to provide our scripts and the full source code. We hope our category-based traffic analysis, could help researchers to improve web server design within modern conditions.
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